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MOOES OF FAILURES 

PRIMARY AND SECONDARY STRESSES 

by 

R. L. ROCHE* 

ABSTRACT -

The paper begins with a reminder that the purpose of stress 
classification Is to ensure suitable Margins with respect to failure 
nodes. The distinction between primary stresses and secondary stresses 
Is then examined and a method Is given for assessing the degree of 
e last ic follow up In the elastic plastic f i e l d . The Importance of 
e last ic follow up 1s then highlighted by an examination of the effect 
of prtaary and secondary stresses dn c*»cVc UVtvxor . 

* I n s t i t u t National des Sciences et Techniques Nucléaires 

OEMT/CEN Saclay, 9119161F, France. 
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1 - INTRODUCTION -

The choice of pressure vessel dimensions (and in particular 
thickness) or the process which consists in checking that this choice 
provides suitable strength is an important stage in design. 

The traditional «ay of approaching this question can be 
resumed as follows: a formula is used to provide a stress figure for 
given dimensions and loading and this stress is compared with the 

;tycw4jktof the material. 

Although this "design by rules" approach produced acceptable 
vessels, i t s rational bases were unclear and i t led to overconservatism 
which increased the cost of the vessels. In order to overcame these two 
disadvantages and to increase safety and reliability, this method has 
been replaced by a more rational one known as "design by analysis". 

Although I ts application Is In principle more general, in 
practice this analysis his been confined to the use of the results of 
an elastic calculation and even an elastic calculation for thin shells 
in many cases. The approach is to break down the stress calculated 
elastically into several parts (primary, secondary and peak stress) 
to which different-limitation criteria are applied. 

In fact, the rules governing this break down are not very 
precise. However» where the calculations used concern tWVW shells, 
common practice has been shown to be fairly efficient. The same does 
not, however, apply when the elastic calculations are more detailed 
such as those obtained using calculation programs by f i n i te elements. 
I t then becones very d i f f i cu l t to "categorize" the stresses. 

" : is accepted ;2) tnat "Many cases arise i r wr.'Cf". i t '.s ne*. 
obvicjs w-.ich category a stress should be placed i n , and considérable 
judgement is required". 
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RESULTS -

I t is clear that the underlying reason for this difficulty 

is the use of the the theory of elasticity. This theory presumes that 

the behaviour of the material is linear and reversible (deformations 

are linear functions of stresses) and that there are no init ial stresses. 

However, the materials used in pressure vessels are ductile and can 

withstand considerable plastic deformation. This is a voluntary choice 

as i t enables the stress field to change in a favourable way. In a 

word, the choice of ductile materials is not a mere whim, but ensures 

an advantage which should be exploited. The theory of elasticity can 

hardly be said to make use of ductility, which explains the necessity 

to "categorize" stresses. 

I t may be said that the theory of elasticity enables us to 

describe the behaviour of vessels made from brittle materials such as 

glass. However, other ways of modeling material behaviour such as 

rigid - perfectly elastic material would be more suitable for ductile 

materials. Unfortunately, the relevant calculation systems are less well 

developed than those concerning linear elastic material. I t should 

nonetheless be noted that limit analysis can help, in particular with 

the categorizing of stresses. 

This paper will be limited to a small fraction of the subject. 

We shall examine in turn: 

- the funcà-e-tal cr i ter ia f c assessing the withstand of pressure 

vesse";, ; . « . *-;e sa'sty ma'c^s wit" res:e:t t : the van eus ".odes 

: f "V. '- ' •=. '*= s - 3 ' " a'sc : - ; e * \ - " : : • at \*.z\r relationship to 

the praj-.-cal c- i ter ia zoç'rez to the varicjs categories o*" stresses. 

- the a-.stir.cticr, between p-ira-y ar,i secor.car> stresses. Acc*r<^ wi l l 

be clacec on the secondary stresses ir cases of elastic follow up. 

An assessment method wi l l be V»r»w 0 j *è 
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as a means of applying this distinction, we shall examine the 
ST. 

behaviour of a crack in a pressure vessel. 

3 - §6§ILffn§8I^:.§^iîï.ïnil-8l§E§Ç!J9JbLVê8I9y§^9QIL9Ç 
FAILURE 

This subject can be dealt with very rapidly as the 

essential facts are contained In the second section of the Criteria 

in ASME I I I Code (2). This document describes: 

- 1 - Excessive elastic deformation including elastic instability 

- 2 - Excessive plastic deformation 

- 3 - Brittle fracture 
- 4 - Stress rupture/creep deformation (inelastic) 

- S - Plastic instability - incremental collapse 

- 6 - High strain - low cycle fatigue 

- 7 - Stress corrosion 

- 8 - Corrosion fatigue 

and clearly indicates the purpose of stress categorization: 

"The potential failure nodes and various stress categories are 
related to the code provisions as follows: 

(a) Tha.e!lif>r^.S$tfS!.iifiîi.iCf.iCîfn^S^.Î9.6£SXfSl.6i!!Si£ 

£Ç§-^sî!i5.Èyr.!£.BC§i5yrs 

(k) The_gnnjar̂  pjus.secondar^.stress_]>inits are_2r.îended t̂ç2_grevent 

^he_f a tigue^eval̂ yat ion 

( c ) îbf-Bt§Ë»|tress 1imit_is.intended_to,grevent_fat1<^ 

35,?.!!S5ylî.2f .S^liS.l2!^2G95 • " 
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It should be noted that the safety margins with respect to 

these various fai lure modes are not indicated. The stress intensity 

limits for each category of stress are, however, linked to the margins 

on the basis of the limit analysis ( i t would also appear that a margin 

of 1.5 is considered with respect to excessive plastic deformations). 

A direct reference to the modes of failure is made in (3) , 
section "3.3 Final Design Appraisal" which states: 

The following modes _of_fai lure shall be considered: 

- Excessive deformation 

- Incremental collapse 

- Fatigue 

- Creep to rupture 

- Corrosion 

- Fast fracture 

- Elastic instability 

The consideration of modes of failure is also mentioned in 

other publications (4), (5). I t is , however, useful to quote the French 

regulations (6), (7). These regulations do not specify any calculation 

method and do not therefore define limits for the stress categories. 

However they impose safety margins with respect to the various modes 

of fêi]urtt depending on the category of situation: 

The situation in which the vessel may be are classified in 

three categories, to which a conventional reference situation is added, 

termed the f i r s t category. 
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These categories are summarized in the following table: 

1st Category Flçtitious_situa^1on: loads constant 

with time, at least equal to the loads 

occurring in situations of the 2nd 

category. 

2nd Category 

operation at constant load, transients, 

and standard operating incidents. 

3rd Category lîÇ.îBîi9QîLSiîyêîi2D5 corresponding 
to very rare accidental conditions» 
the eventuality of which nust be con
sidered. 

4th Category iJÎSti&.iÇBCÇiîiÇlf.SiîitëîiÇ!!! governing 

the safety of the vessel. 

It is stated that BCSI5yCS-Yf55ÇÎ5-ÎD -̂8iPiD9-5bêlLD9î 

2Ëî!!DS^-6ï.f!ilî!Ek!D9-î!!S-5B!£iî!SË-l2!^5.6X-!!!S-!8K2K!êî! 
coefficients. 

Damage 
Situation category 

1st 2nd 3rd 4th 

Excessive distortion 1.5 - 1.2 -

Plastic or/and elasto-
plastic instability 

2.5 - 2 1.1 

Progressive distorsion 
(ratchet) 

1 -

Fatigue cracks 1 * 
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The RCC-M concerning nculear components (8) is intended to 
meet these conditions using a break down of stresses into categories. 
The limits chosen are identical or near those in ;2). 

The formal definitions are well known. A simple illustrative 
example will therefore suffice. If interpreted to the letter, primary 
stresses would be perfectly defined by the Limit Analysis (preferably 
by the Upper Sound Theoren). However, this simple point of view requires 
certain corrections as i t Is preferable to avoid excessive deformations. 
Those cases in which secondary stresses could create such deformations 
are known as elastic follow up. I t is this effect which has led local 
membrane stresses to be considered as primary whereas they have the 
basic characteristics of a secondary stress. 

In principle, primary stress is necessary to satisfy balance 
equations and cannot disappear as a result of non-elastic deformations. 
Secondary stress is necessary to satisfy compatibility equations 
(material continuity) and may disappear owing to non-elastic deformations 
(plasticity or creep). 

To Illustrate these concepts i t is useful to compare two loading 
cases for the same component which result In very different behaviour of 
the component whereas the theory of elasticity attributes the same stress 
state to both cases. Two mild steel wires of the same dimensions 
(length 1 metre, diameter 1.12 mm) are suspended from the cei l ing. We 
attempt to subject them to a stress of 600 MPa calculated elast ical ly. 
On the f i r s t wire we progressively aoply a weigr*. of 60 kg at i ts 1ov»er 
end and we ex ten: the second wre : r r using a n,jt anc bolt system. 
The results are very dif ferent: the -"irst wire rreaks (when the weigh: 
reaches around 5C kg) following considerable elcgation. The second 
wire :oes net treak, i t is sir.;"y elongated by C.:« ("igure 1). 
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The explanation is obvious. On the tensile stress curve 

C, C , in the first case it is the stress which is imposed #" = F/A 

in the second case a deformation is imposed C = A l /L . The true 

point which represents the state is very different from that which 

represents the fictitious elastic state (Figure 2). In the f irst 

case the stress is primary, in the second i t is secondary. I t is 

fairly obvious that both cases, although different, are two limit cases. 

The support on which the nut bears cannot be perfectly rigid and always 

presents a certain flexibility which was considered as négligeable in 

the second case with respect to that of the wire. This leads us to 

consider the intermediate cases Î2Jïhiçh_tte_wire_1s_sybjeçted_t^ 

5îrSS5.bx_means_gf_a_spring_1n_series_wh1çh^ 

BC9^ïÇ?.îtîÇ_5îCÇH-ifl5Sîi£l-Cf9!iiCS4-in.il!€-!!iK* T h * s * s a 9 e neral 
case as, i f the spring is very flexible, i t maintains a constant force 

as in the f irst case and i f , on the other hand, i t is very rigid, then 

we return to the second case. 

This general case Is that of elastic follow up. Behaviour 

1s fairly often around the horizontal or the vertical and stress can 

be qualified as primary or secondary. Unfortunately, this Is not always 

the case and the primary/secondary distinction becomes somewhat hypo-

thetical which means looking again at the limits of the various stress 

categories. 

As an example, we can attempt to extend P < S^ and Q < 3 S | 

using a perfectly plastic material. The only common point to the 2 

conditions on the graph « , c 1s point $m» 3 S^/E. This My be considered 

as a criterion. This 1s illustrated in Figure 3 where the degree of 

elastic follow up is r = t g 9 (null for a purely secondary stress and 

infinite for a primary stress). This gives us the condition for a 

stress Q of decrees r : 

m >r 

However, the main interest of the work is to estimate the 

value of r, i.e. the slope of the elastic follow up straight line. 
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5 • E5IIMATI0N gF_£LASTIC_FOLLOW_yP_-

We would underline the fact that as part of stress categoriz

ation, we are dealing here with plastic deformation only whereas this 

effect is «ore commonly dealt with in the case of creep, and In partic

ular in pipework. 

The method proposed is an extension of that already described 
in previous publications (9) , (10) (11). He would also say that two 
remarkable contributions to this working session (12), (13) provide 
important information on this question. 

He are concerned with placing an upper bound on the elastic 

follow up effect. He use the KACHANOV simplification for this purpose, 

at least insofar as concerns secondary stresses as peak stresses are 

excluded as are redistributions along a straight section. In fact, we 

allow that primary and secondary stresses are proportional to a factor if 

which depends solely on the forces applied F and 1s considered as equal to 

1 when behaviour is elastic and linear. I f we continue to Ignore peak 

stresses, we can consider this field as at equilibrium as i t is the 

elastic field in which vf « 1. In order to take account of the material 

continuity,- we use the principle of complementary work which offers a 

good approximation 

fff g à £ dv - / / u |f_ ds 

I f we represent the results of the elastic calculation by o~0, 

£ * CtII and F„ and adopt the RAMBERG CSTGOOD law in order to simplify 
the presentation t- (dVt" * £ cn this ecuaticn :àn be written: 

VP / / / C l dv • B y " / / / <?;+ 1 <iv - XT u FQ ds 
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As conservation of energy in the elastic and linear case means that 
the second member must be equal to j " times the first term of the 
first Member, we can write: 

in which 

T - / / / bl/2l) dv/ XT/€?

a *„ ov 

which is perfectly defined by the results of the elastic calculation. 
We would note that ? being the plastic part of the déformation for 
the stress calculated elastically, the shape of the tensile stress 
curve is not Included, i t has merely been used to facilitate the 
presentation & ! can be expressed differently from B cfj). 

He can easily deduce deformation at a point i t is equal to 
c * Y V E * 4 n e o ' F r o m t h i s m d e d u c e t h e coefficient of elastic 
follow up 

, E ( t " ' * > ) T i 
r x • i . • • i * — - l or -or 

In which t - tJt J 
0 0 

which Is Illustrated in Figure 4. 

p 
foQ secondary stress calculated elastically, C 0 ««^/E. C 0 plastic 
part of the deformation for c*0). 

I t shci/fl be notsi that 

L./j/I^dv////'^ dv 

This formula when applied to a cantilever beam made from a 
material which obeys the RAMBERG * OSTGOOD law, produces the well known 

-•*••«— « . ' w A /<Mnmaf4nn i u 9 / l / * » * / 1 1 \ u M r h i>ni>iiienAiv4c 
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6 * Itî.î^îÊ^ï^I.^QIIQy.Ç^-ÇBl^c^I.A^Î.^^ÇQ^êAÇï.rlÇ^^^^t-Çîï-^.Ç?*^?-! 

Crack behaviour is not generally considered in the categoriz

ation of stresses. I t is , however, worth while examining how the various 

types of stress act on cracks. 

For reasons of simplicity, we shall use the crack driving force 

J as criterion (per unit of length) and Us value will be 

estimated using AINSNORTH's reference stress aethod (14). I f we Ignore 
certain corrections we can write: 

J _€<tfR> 
J"e ' V E 

Op being a stress characterizing the stress state around the cracked area, 

J the value required and J f the value calculated elastically for applica

tion of the stress noted « C R . 

Kl5!rjf.*$r55! There 1s no difficulty here as by definition v% 1s this 

primary stress P, and therefore 

J e « 1T F 2 P 2 a 

(F coefficient, a length of crack) 

J • H F 2 P 2 a tiSÏ » F 2 [ p U ( P ) l a 

Çyrt-,5!£9!)^2r^.!î!!!f§5' * P u r e secondary stress is taken as meaning a 
stress *r-';h relaxes o'asticalV. creating a ce*, - j t i on Q/E -,nc e'ast:: 

'c"*c« i'. . '-.is •£ n:t t re 's - : - * i -ss; S'-ÊSÎ i t is6^C/£) ••»-•:cr 

c;--s: : ' . . rerresê.'ts ar. 
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J = t t F 2 c2 (Q/E) a 

J - « * 2 « 2

 ( Q / E ) ^ . o / E j / E 

9 r* i 
tr F2 [WQ/E)] 

The distinction made between the two effects Is a major one. 

In the f irst case J is around the value calculated elastically with a 

stress S e W PEC (P) ; in the second case the equivalent stress is 

S e V Qtf (Q/E*). 

HS9SdKyMSi r£H-!!iS!LSÎ2S$iS.£2ilS!L!!B' I n t r " t h , the lesser detrimental 
effect of secondary stress (when I t exceeds the elastic l ia i t ) compared to 
a f nwvry stress, is due to the absence of elastic follow up( «te»*.ivy 
'5Vn.\* U i « \ y a, t tn»*- ±yt>\\ to Q/E). AS we have seen, this is 
not ghe general case and I t aay relax plastically and create a deformation 
k times higher, which can be estimated as described in section 5 and 
Figure 4 (for a perfectly plastic material and Q y cr y. k * 1+r). 

The result Is a higher value of J equal to the elastic value 

for a stress S f « V kQtf(kQ/E), which shows that the character of 

secondary stress Is Insufficient to assess the withstand of a crack and 

we must take into account the degree of elastic follow up. 

This estimation only takes Into account the overall phenomenon 

and not the local behaviour a t the trv* of the crack. This makes the 

crack open, whic" is characterized by the crack ooeninn displacement. 

Tris adc i t i ca ' := f:r-.3tion also contributes te -s'axîticn of seccncs.-y 

S t r 5 S » * s - * • r i K ~ ' i " s ; r " r . C ' ' O C - ' - S I f ' ; ; CrrT CS'VS'CC^C i " C*"C: 

to take i t *-.tc i:c:-nt. 
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This problem is more complex. In plasticity the result 

depends not only on the loading, but also on the my in which i t 

has been applied. For our purposes, we shall « 1 1 M that the primary 

stress P is applied first and then the secondary stress Q. we would 

suggest a fair ly simple method of reasonable length. 

The primary stress creates a deformation £ (P) to which is 

added a deformation Q/E. This produces a deformation e « £ (P) • Q/E 

and a stress e(e) of the reference. Figure 5 Illustrates this construc

tion, the calculation is simple and gives J * YF E e <*(e)a, i.e. the 

value is that obtained by an elastic calculation with a stress 

S. »v* Eecr(e). .wVxvc cr*(«) cs K t sY»*« t»vmyAv«£ V» a t t r * * * e . 

This result Is simplified I f P remains less than «y, 

is t ( P ) * P/E and we can use S f V (P*Q)* (S l ) . Here again, i f 

Me êrt not sure that there is no elastic follow up, we must multiply 

Q by factor k to determine as previously. I t Is not possible to Ignore 

the degree of elastic follow up of a secondary stress. 

7 - CONCLUSIONS.; 

The purpose of the analysis 1s to ensure sufficient margins with 

respect to the various modes of failure. Elastic calculations cannot 

directly answer this requirement and the stresses obtained roust be inter

preted. The break down o* stresses into categcr-'es is a means of inter-

pret5f!c r . :.' r/:rt-'ate"'./, :-.': :'2SS*'*'"catior, *; *ar fry easy ir-t reo1-"'" 

scur; ;=;:;"• ; 2 : —::e-.ert. 
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The distinction between primary stress and other stresses 
(essentially secondary stresses) can be made using a limit analysis. 
However, we must take into account elastic follow up which can confer 
a primary character on stresses which are basically secondary. 

Me propose a method which enables this effect to be 
estimated within the elastic plastic field. It supplies a rate r of 
elastic follow up which can be used to modify the condition Q 4 3 S^. 

In the elastic plastic field, the behaviour of cracks 
would seem to be a good criterion for estimating the effect 

of elastic follow up. A few examples of this method are given 
which highlight the importance of the degree of elastic follow up 
in the effect of secondary stresses. 
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